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Abstract—Federated learning facilitates the collaborative training of a global model among distributed clients without sharing their

training data. Secure aggregation, a new security primitive for federated learning, aims to preserve the confidentiality of both local

models and training data. Unfortunately, existing secure aggregation solutions fail to defend against Byzantine failures that are

common in distributed computing systems. In this work, we propose a new secure and efficient aggregation framework, SEAR, for

Byzantine-robust federated learning. Relying on the trusted execution environment, i.e., Intel SGX, SEAR protects clients’ private

models while enabling Byzantine resilience. Considering the limitation of the current Intel SGX’s architecture (i.e., the limited trusted

memory), we propose two data storage modes to efficiently implement aggregation algorithms efficiently in SGX. Moreover, to balance

the efficiency and performance of aggregation, we propose a sampling-based method to efficiently detect Byzantine failures without

degrading the global model’s performance. We implement and evaluate SEAR in a LAN environment, and the experiment results show

that SEAR is computationally efficient and robust to Byzantine adversaries. Compared to the previous practical secure aggregation

framework, SEAR improves aggregation efficiency by 4-6 times while supporting Byzantine resilience at the same time.

Index Terms—Federated learning, secure aggregation, trusted execution environment

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY federated learning is introduced to train a shared
global model with massively distributed clients [1]. The

learning process consists of multiple training round. In
every training round, an aggregation server distributes the
current global model to a set of randomly selected clients.
Then the clients train the machine learning model locally
and return the updated model to the server. Finally, the
server aggregates the models to obtain a new global model.

To protect clients’ private information, the server by design
has no visibility into clients’ training processes and local data.
Only trained models are revealed to the server. Nevertheless,
recent works have shown that gradient information can be
used to infer the private content about clients’ training data.
For instance, the server can recover the distribution of the

training data through a generative adversarial network
(GAN) [2] or pixel-wise accurate images by using gra-
dients [3]. To address this issue, recent secure aggregation sol-
utions aim to protect models by using cryptographic
techniques [4], [5]. The key idea is to prevent the server from
knowing the specific result uploaded by each client.

Meanwhile, in federated learning, robustness issues arise
from the Byzantine [6] adversaries who may behave abnor-
mally or even maliciously to compromise the entire perfor-
mance and the convergence of the global model. In order to
mitigate the Byzantine attack, different Byzantine-robust fed-
erated learning algorithms have been proposed in the litera-
ture [7], [8], [9]. However, all these methods rely on the fact
that the aggregation server can observe clients’ models
directly, which provides a weak privacy guarantee. This is
obviously opposite to the principle of the secure aggregation
solutions.

Besides, from the perspective of efficiency, it is hard to
extend existing secure aggregation solutions to support those
Byzantine-resilient algorithms. The used cryptographic primi-
tives such as homomorphic encryption (HE) and securemulti-
party computation (MPC) only support simple operations
over encrypted data and usually incur expensive computation
and communication costs. Existing Byzantine-resilient aggre-
gation algorithms usually require multiple comparison opera-
tions and distance computations. It is very time-consuming to
implement these operations by using HE or MPC, making it
impractical to apply these techniques in Byzantine-robust fed-
erated learning is not practical. Therefore, it remains unclear
how to efficiently mitigate Byzantine faults while protecting
clients’ privacymodels in federated learning.

To tackle these problems, in this work, we propose SEAR,
a secure and efficient aggregation framework for Byzantine-
robust federated learning. Instead of using cryptographic
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tools, SEAR uses a hardware-based trusted execution envi-
ronment (i.e., Intel SGX [10]) to protect the private models.
SEAR first utilizes SGX primitives (e.g., remote attestation)
to upload models to the aggregation server equipped with
SGX securely. The models are encrypted, and only the
trusted execution environment called the enclave has the cor-
responding keys to recover them. The private information
will never be revealed to the aggregation. Then various com-
putation jobs, including detecting abnormal models, can be
implemented inside the enclave.

Existing methods for defending Byzantine failures can be
roughly divided into two categories: distance-based (p�norm)
aggregation [7], [8], [11] and median-based aggregation [9],
[12]. However, distance-based aggregation methods like
Krumare not suitable for SEAR since they are time-consuming
due to the time complexity;median-basedmethodsdo not per-
form well when the adversaries collude to make the aggrega-
tion results deviate from the correct ones. Besides, the physical
trusted memory is limited to 128 MB in current CPUs (explic-
itly explained in Section 2.2). Therefore, it is unclear how to
aggregate hundreds of machine learningmodels in the trusted
memory efficiently. Considering these problems, we propose
two data storage modes that are suitable for different types of
aggregation algorithms inside the enclave.

On this basis, we propose a sampling-based detection
method to detect Byzantine adversaries’ models more effec-
tively: a part of elements in each model are randomly
selected for computing the euclidean distance, and then the
adversaries’ models might be filtered. After removing a
part of adversaries’ models, we compute the coordinate-
wise median of the rest models to guarantee the correctness
of the aggregation result.

In summary, we make the following contributions.

� We propose SEAR, a new secure aggregation frame-
work for Byzantine-robust federated learning, by
using the trusted hardware Intel SGX to provide the
privacy guarantee and aggregation efficiency at the
same time. Based on SGX primitives, we propose a
remote attestation protocol that allows the aggregation
server to attest tomultiple clients simultaneously.

� Considering the limitation of SGX, we propose two
data storage modes that help aggregate a large num-
ber of models inside the trusted execution environ-
ment. Different aggregation algorithms can benefit
from choosing appropriate modes in efficiency.

� We propose a sampling-based detection method that
allows SEAR to aggregate models more efficiently
while achieving high global model accuracy. We
prove the correctness and analyze the convergence
rate of the aggregation rule.

� We implement SEAR and evaluate it in a LAN envi-
ronment. We perform two federated learning tasks
on the MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets [13]. The
results show that SEAR is computationally efficient
and robust to Byzantine adversaries.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we review the main concepts of federated
learning and the trusted execution environment. Then we

describe the threat model and the system architecture of
SEAR.

2.1 Federated Learning

Federated learning [1] aims to utilize large-scale distributed
data while protecting the privacy training data simulta-
neously. The machine learning model is trained locally by
clients and aggregated iteratively into a joint global model.
In this paper, we assume that there are N clients, and each
owns a private dataset Di. At each round r, an aggregation
server randomly selects n (n < N) clients and sends them
the current global model Gr. Each chosen client i updates
the model using its dataset as follows:

Wrþ1
i ¼ Gr � hrF ðGr;DiÞ; (1)

whereWrþ1
i denotes the updated local model of client i, F is

the loss function, and h is the local learning rate. After
updating the local model, the selected clients send their
updated models to the aggregation server, who performs
the aggregation using the FedAvg [1] algorithm

Grþ1 ¼
Xn
i¼1

jDij
M

Wrþ1
i ;M ¼

Xn
i¼1

jDij: (2)

2.2 Trusted Execution Environment

The trusted execution environment (TEE) is a secure area of
the central processor. Confidentiality and integrity of the
code and data loaded into TEE can be well preserved. There
are two widely used TEEs based on different processor
architectures: ARM TrustZone and Intel Software Guard
Extensions (SGX). Arm TrustZone technology is an efficient,
system-wide approach to security with hardware-enforced
isolation built into the CPU [14]. It provides the perfect
starting point for establishing a device root of trust based on
Platform Security Architecture (PSA) guidelines. Intel SGX
is a hardware-assisted TEE for Intel’s CPUs and generally
provides nice functionality and performance. In this work,
we use SGX to perform the secure aggregation because the
x86 architecture has been widely used in cloud computing
servers. The trusted part in SGX is called enclave, and the
protected memory region is called Processor Reserved Mem-
ory range (PRM). Both of them cannot be accessed by the
code outside the enclave. An important way to strengthen
SGX enclave trust is remote attestation [15] that allows a
hardware entity (SGX-equipped) to gain the trust of a
remote party. We will give the detailed construction of our
remote attestation protocol in Section 3.1.

Though SGX can provide a trusted execution environ-
ment, it has some limitations. First, the size of the physical
memory of PRM is limited to 128 MB for current Intel
CPUs. Once the memory usage exceeds this size, prohibitive
time overhead would occur due to the enclave page cache
(EPC) paging [16]. Second, an SGX application is divided
into trusted and untrusted parts. The trusted codes are
called through the ecall operation. Transmitting data
between the two parts will produce a noticeable overhead
caused by additional encryption/decryption operations.
Unfortunately, the machine learning models used in feder-
ated learning usually contain millions of parameters. Due to
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the above two limitations, it is challenging to design and
implement an efficient aggregation scheme using SGX for
federated learning. Hence, we propose two data storage
modes for SGX.

Another weakness of SGX is the side-channel attacks. In
this work, we consider these attacks, e.g., power consump-
tion [17], rollback attacks [18], or other timing attacks [19]
out of scope. In general, these works did not demonstrate
anything new or unexpected about Intel SGX architec-
ture [20]. We consider preventing side-channel information
leakage as more of a matter for enclave developers. Besides,
some patches have been published to mitigate these attacks,
and some solutions [21] can be integrated into our
framework.

2.3 Threat Model

Like prior federated learning work [4], we consider an hon-
est-but-curious aggregation server that honestly completes
data aggregation jobs as pre-defined but tries to infer sensi-
tive information from the uploaded models. Existing works
have shown that the models without proper protection can
reveal the privacy of clients’ data. Meanwhile, we consider
Byzantine adversaries, who attempt to upload arbitrary
parameters to prevent the global model from converging.
Similar to [7], we assume that n clients are selected to
upload the model in each round while f of them are mali-
cious. The number of malicious clients holds the condition
f < n=2� 1. Moreover, Byzantine adversaries can collude
together to maximize their impact on the aggregation result
in the face of existing robust aggregation algorithms. Specif-
ically, the adversaries can replace the same dimensions of
their models with similar values to make the aggregation
results deviate from the optimal ones as much as possible.
Note that as we take full advantage of SGX to protect the
privacy of clients, we think SGX is trusted and do not con-
sider the side-channel information leakage as discussed in
Section 2.2.

In our threat model, both the aggregation server and the
clients are not fully trusted. Therefore, our aim is to protect
clients’ privacy and mitigate Byzantine failures at the same
time.

3 PRELIMINARIES

3.1 Intel SGX Remote Attestation

A remote enclave can attest to clients that its identity and
the software running inside it are correct. Sightly different
from the Intel’s remote attestation example [22] where a sin-
gle SGX-equipped client attests to a service provider, we
design and implement a new remote attestation protocol,
which is suitable for the aggregation server to attest to mul-
tiple clients at the same time. We utilize the Intel SGX attes-
tation service (IAS) that uses Enhanced Privacy ID (Intel
EPID) [23] for remote attestation.

Fig. 1 shows the main idea of the remote attestation pro-
tocol. First, a client i generates an elliptic curve key pair
ðpki; skiÞ and sends the public key pki with the challenge
message to the aggregation server. The server generates a
universally unique identifier (uuid), and the enclave initial-
izes a remote attestation context for the client. The uuid and
the context are saved as a key-value pair. Then the uuid and

a supported EPID group id are sent back to the client. Sec-
ond, the client sends a query to the IAS to retrieve the Signa-
ture Revocation List (SigRL) for the group id. When the
client received the SigRL, the server calls an ecall to generate
the session key pair and sends the public key pks to the cli-
ent. Third, client i computes the shared secret using its pri-
vate key ski and the server’s public key pks. The shared
secret is used to derive the shared message key (smk) fol-
lowing [22]. At last, the server calls SGX’s API to verify the
integrity of the message and the client’s identity using the
cipher-based message authentication code. If the message is
validated, a quote which includes a cryptographic hash of
the current running enclave signed with the platform’s
EPID key is generated. The client calls IAS’s API function to
verify attestation evidence (i.e., validating the signing certif-
icate received in the report and validating the report’s sig-
nature using the signing certificate). If the quote is
successfully validated, the client examines the properties of
the enclave, such as identity, security version and debug
attribute, etc. According to the result, the client can choose
to trust the enclave or not.

As the mapping of clients’ uuids and remote attestation
contexts is saved in a hash table, the server can process mul-
tiple remote attestation requests simultaneously. Different
clients under various steps of remote attestation do not
affect each other. Note that the above is the main idea of our
remote attestation protocol, and the details of the data struc-
ture and implementation can refer to [22].

3.2 Federated Learning With Byzantine Adversaries

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the Byzantine adversaries in
federated learning try to compromise the global model
through uploading arbitrary models. In this section, we
introduce the Byzantine failure and counter methods in
detail.

Fig. 1. The main idea of remote attestation.
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First, we define the Byzantine model as Definition 1. Vi is
the vector which contains the parameters of the model
uploaded by client i. The definition is similar to [24].

Definition 1. The vectors from the Byzantine adversaries are
defined as

½Vi�j ¼ ½Vi�j � ½G�j; correct jth dimension;
arbitrary; abnormal dimensions;

�
(3)

where ½Vi�j denotes the jth dimension of vector Vi.

In order to compromise the global model, the Byzantine
adversaries usually replace the model parameters with arbi-
trary values which are obviously different from the normal
ones. As shown in the prior work [7], only one Byzantine
attacker is enough to achieve a successful attack. Neverthe-
less, the adversaries would collude to replace the same
dimension of the vectors with similar abnormal values to
make the most significant impact on the aggregation result.

Different defense methods towards Byzantine attack
have been proposed, including distance-based (p-norm)
aggregation [7], [8], [11], median-based aggregation [9],
[12], and adaptive aggregation [25]. The distance-based
methods introduce high time complexity (Oðn2Þ) and
become time-consuming when more clients participate in
one aggregation round. The colluded adversaries might
influence the median-based aggregation methods. Specifi-
cally, collusion may introduce bias to median aggregation
and lead to poor model performance. Besides, as all these
methods need the aggregation server to observe clients’
models directly, the privacy of the clients might be revealed
to the server. The backdoor attack is another type of attack
often mentioned in federated learning. As the goal of the
backdoor attack is different from the Byzantine failure
attack, we will discuss these attacks in the Section 7.

3.3 Notations

Table 1 summarizes the notations used in this paper.
Besides, AES-GCM is used to encrypt and decrypt model
parameters for confidentiality and integrity protection.

4 OUR APPROACH

In this section, we will demonstrate the constructions of
SEAR.

4.1 An Overview of SEAR

To protect clients’ private models, SEAR makes full use of
SGX to aggregate the models securely. In this section, we
introduce the system model and the detailed designs of
SEAR. As shown in Fig. 2, our system model consists of the
following phases:

� Remote attestation and key agreement: The clients uti-
lize remote attestation [15] to verify the enclave’s cor-
rectness (i.e., the code and data loaded into the
enclave are not been tampered). After the remote
attestation, a shared message key (smk) for encrypt-
ing model weights is generated between the clients
and the enclave.

� Local training and model uploading: Clients train the
machine learning models with their local datasets
and encrypt the models using their respective smk.
The encrypted models are uploaded to the aggrega-
tion server and saved as files in the untrusted region.

� Secure and Robust Aggregation: After receiving all cli-
ents’ models, the aggregation server loads the
encrypted models into the trusted enclave. Since the
shared message keys are stored in the enclave, the
models can be decrypted and aggregated in a trusted
manner. The aggregation results are also encrypted
and sent to the clients for the next iteration.

First, each client i carries out remote attestation to verify
that the aggregation enclave is running correctly as shown
in Section 3.1. Then, the models are encrypted by the shared
key and uploaded to the aggregation server. The informa-
tion of the clients’ models won’t be leaked to the semi-hon-
est server because only the trusted enclave has the
corresponding keys for decryption.

However, due to the limited memory of the enclave and
the time-consuming paging operation, designing and imple-
menting an efficient aggregation scheme to process extensive
data inside the enclave is not straightforward. For example, a
machine learning model with 1 million parameters takes
about 3.8 MBmemory (each parameter is represented as float
taking 4 bytes). If hundreds of clients attend one aggregation

TABLE 1
Notations

Notation Description

Wi The client i’s model.
G The global model.
Vi The vector of client i’s flattened model.
½½Vi��k The vector encrypted by key k.
V0

i The sampled vector.
d The dimension of vector.
m Number of randomly sampled dimensions.
b Number of abnormal values in malicious

vector.
n Number of all selected clients.
f Number of Byzantine attackers in selected

clients.
EncðVi; kÞ Encrypt Vi using the key k.
Decð½½Vi��; kÞ Decrypt ½½Vi�� using the key k.
kVi �Vjk The euclidean Distance between Vi and Vj.
CMfVi; . . . ;Vjg Coordinate-wise median of fVi; . . . ;Vjg.

Fig. 2. System architecture.
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round, the limited memory will be consumed immediately.
To avoid the frequent enclave paging operations as much as
possible, we process one layer of the models at one time. As
themachine learningmodel usually containsmultiple layers,
the aggregation is independent of each layer. Moreover, we
note that the layer containing a large number of parameters
may also have the same trouble. In this situation, performing
EPC paging is unavoidable, but choosing appropriate data
storage modes presented in Section 4.3 can help to reduce
the overhead asmuch as possible.

Algorithm 1. TheDetailed Procedures of SEAR inRound r

Input: Local datasets fD1;D2; . . . ;Dng.
Output: Global modelGrþ1.
1: Uploading models:
2: Client i: do remote attestation with the aggregation

enclave.
3: if the enclave is trustworthy then
4: Local training.Wrþ1

i ¼ Gr � hrF ðGr;DiÞ.
5: for layer inWrþ1

i do
6: Vi = flatten(layer).
7: ½½Vi��smki

¼ EncðVi; smkiÞ.
8: Send ½½Vi��smki

to the server.
9: end for
10: end if
11: Server: receive the encrypted models and save as files.
12: Loading models into the enclave and aggregating:
13: Enclave: generate a random key dk.
14: for layer in models do
15: for i 2 ½1; n� do
16: Loading ½½Vi��smki

into the enclave.
17: Vi ¼ Decð½½Vi��smki

; smkiÞ.
18: end for
19: V ¼ aggregationðV1;V2; . . . ;VnÞ.
20: ½½V��dk ¼ EncðV; dkÞ, save ½½V��dk to the untrusted part.
21: end for
22: Result publishing:
23: Enclave:
24: for i 2 ½1; n� do
25: ½½dk��smki

¼ Encðdk; smkiÞ.
26: send ½½dk��smki

and each layer vector ½½V��dk to client i.
27: end for
28: Client i:
29: dk ¼ Decð½½dk��smki

; smkiÞ
30: decrypt each layer vector V ¼ Decð½½V��dk; dkÞ and get

Grþ1.

Since the bandwidth and computing power for different
clients vary greatly, their time in training and transmitting
the model might be significantly different. We emphasize
that the clients do not need to waste time waiting for others
to upload. The aggregation server stores each layer in an
independent file when it receives a new model. The aggre-
gation program starts to load models into the enclave when
all clients’ data are received. Algorithm 1 shows the data
processing procedure in SEAR. Note that the aggregation
operation (step 19 in Algorithm 1) can be implemented in
any aggregation algorithms since the vectors are stored in
plaintext in the enclave. We will evaluate the computing
efficiency of different implementations in Section 6.

SEAR utilizes an efficient and robust aggregation algo-
rithm presented in Section 4.2. After completing the

aggregation, the enclave publishes the aggregated model to
all clients. According to the threat model in Section 2.3, the
aggregation result should also be encrypted before it leaves
the enclave. SEAR utilizes a simple envelope principle to
reduce the number of encryption from n to 1. In each round,
the enclave generates a random key dk to encrypt the aggre-
gated model and uses each smk to encrypt dk. The
encrypted key ½½dk��smk is sent to each client along with the
encrypted aggregation result. Then, each client has the cor-
responding smk to open the envelope and recover the
aggregation result.

Algorithm 2. Efficient and Robust Aggregation

Input: Vectors of the flattened models fV1;V2; . . . ;Vng.
Output: Result vector V.
1: Randomly samplem 2 ½1; d� elements fromVi denoted asV0

i.
2: for i 2 ½1; n� do
3: For any i 6¼ j, i ! j denotes the fact that V0

j belongs to the
n� f � 2 closest vectors to V0

i.
4: Compute the score sðiÞ ¼ P

i!jkV0
i �V0

jk2.
5: end for
6: Select k ¼ n� gf vectors Vi with the smallest scores s to

constitute the subset S ¼ fVi; . . . ;Vjg, g is a coefficient
defined in Eq. (7).

7: V ¼ CMfVi; . . . ;Vjg.
8: Return V

4.2 Efficient and Robust Aggregation

In this section, we demonstrate our efficient aggregation
scheme that ensures the robustness of the aggregation result
when facing adversaries in detail.

The main drawback of running existing robust aggrega-
tion methods such as Krum [7] and trimmed-mean [9] in
the enclave is the inefficiency because of the limited trusted
memory. To tackle this problem, we propose a sampling
scheme to reduce the computing overhead. Specifically, the
key idea is to calculate the euclidean Distance between the
sampled vectors as a metric to measure the probability that
the client comes from an adversary. The models with large
distances from others are likely to be malicious from the
Byzantine adversaries.

Since the sampled vectors cannot fully represent the
entire model, there is a trade-off between efficiency and
accuracy determined by the sampling rate. To find a bal-
ance, we only calculate the coordinate-wise median of a
part of models from clients who are honest with high proba-
bilities. Compared to directly use the median as the aggre-
gation result [9], the advantage of our method is that after
eliminating partial malicious updates, the median of the
rest part can represent the optimal model better. The experi-
ment results will show that our method performs much bet-
ter than the original median aggregation method when
Byzantine attackers collude. Algorithm 2 gives a complete
description of the proposed efficient and robust aggregation
scheme, and Fig. 3 provides an illustrative example of it.

To reduce the needed encryption operations, we ran-
domly sample m elements of Vi to get the sampled vectors
V0

i (step 1). The elements in the sampled vectors come from
the same dimensions. SEAR calculates the euclidean
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Distances between every pair of V0
i (step 2-5). For each sam-

pled vector V0
i, we use score to denote the sum of the distan-

ces of the n� f � 2 closest sampled vectors. Then, the
n� gf vectors with the smallest scores are selected to con-
struct the subset S (step 6). As those vectors are probably
close to each other, they can be treated as potential correct
ones. Hence, the coordinate-wise median (denoted as CM)
of selected vectors can be used as the aggregation result
(step 7).

4.3 Data Storage Modes

In this section, we introduce two data storage modes for
accelerating different kinds of aggregation algorithms. As
mentioned in Section 2.2, an efficient aggregation imple-
mentation should avoid causing too much EPC paging and
passing large-scale parameters to the enclave in one ecall.
Therefore, the data should be passed into the enclave in
batches, and the data blocks are organized as a linked list.1

As shown in Fig. 4, the SGX PRM only has 128 MB memory.
As a result, EPC paging maps the trusted pages in PRM to
the untrusted but larger memory when the memory usage
exceeds the limitation. The relation between the SGX PRM
and the untrusted memory is similar to that between physi-
cal and virtual memory in the operating system.

Nevertheless, as the memory is untrusted, EPC paging is
more time-consuming than the usual paging between physi-
cal and virtual memory because cryptographic operations
are incurred to protect the trusted pages. Hence, the core
idea of making aggregation more efficient is to reduce the
times of changing the data accessing context. Figs. 4 and 5
show the two proposed data organization ways, i.e., the
row-major and column-major data storage model.

In the row-major data storage model, the parameters
uploaded by a client are stored in a contiguous chunk of
memory. Therefore, it is suitable for the aggregation algo-
rithm implemented by accessing each client’s vector once.
For example, we can use a temporary vector that stores the
sum of each dimension of clients’ vectors. The average
aggregation can be achieved by traversing each vector only
once. However, the aggregation algorithms which need to
access every dimension multiple times will waste much
time in EPC paging if the parameters are stored in the row-
major model. To explain this, we assume that PRM holds
half of all models. For example, it holds 50 models while the
total number of models is 100. As the left 50 parameters
needed for median aggregation are encrypted and stored in
the untrusted memory, EPC paging frequently happens to

load those encrypted parameters into the enclave for aggre-
gation, and this step brings prohibitive performance penal-
ties. What is worse, since the parameters used in once
aggregation are not contiguous in the memory, CPU cache
misses frequently happens when accessing every element.
Due to the integrity check and encryption/decryption oper-
ations in transferring data between the cache and system
memory, these cache misses will cause more unnecessary
overheads.

To address these drawbacks, we propose a column-major
mode, as shown in Fig. 5. It stores the parameters in the
same dimensions in a contiguous array. In this way, PRM
can store more dimensions without changing the total mem-
ory usage. This model is suitable for aggregation algorithms
that access every dimension of the parameter vectors many
times, such as median and Krum. As the parameters used
for once aggregation are already stored in PRM, EPC paging
only happens when most dimensions have been aggregated.
Besides, due to the contiguous storage form, a part of the
required data can be stored in CPU caches, and the time of
cache miss decreases considerably. However, the column-
major mode spends more time in context changing when
traveling all the parameters in the lists because the number
of parameters is much larger than that of clients. Therefore,
there is a trade-off between the number of parameters and
clients when adapting this mode. It is efficient when a large
number of clients participate in aggregation.

In a word, the two data storage models are universal for
applying SGX to federated learning, and choosing the
appropriate storage mode can help to improve the efficiency
significantly. Specifically, choosing which storage mode
depends on the aggregation algorithm that the server uses.
The experimental results, which are tested under 100 cli-
ents, suggest the server choose row-major mode when it

Fig. 3. An illustrative example of SEAR.

Fig. 4. Row-major data storage model.

Fig. 5. Column-major data storage model.

1. The maximum size of a block used in our experiment is 32KB.
This value is determined by the number of parameters in a model.
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adapts median or trimmed mean for aggregation. Besides, it
is better to save the data in column-major mode when the
aggregation algorithms need to compute the distances
between two clients (e.g., Krum and Algorithm 2). Note that
the computing overhead is also related to the number of cli-
ents. For example, in our experimental setting, when the
number of clients is much more than 100, the column-major
mode is a better choice for the median aggregation.

5 PROOF OF SEAR

In this section, we demonstrate how SEAR works towards
Byzantine adversaries.

5.1 Proof of Correctness

First, we define the correctness of aggregation rules as
Definition 2.

Definition 2 (The correctness of aggregation rule Aggr).
Let fV1; . . . ;Vn�fg be any honestly trained model parameter
vectors in Rd, and fVn�fþ1; . . . ;Vng be any random vectors in
Rd from the Byzantine adversaries. W denotes the result of
Aggr. Aggr is said to be correct if, for any j 2 ½1; d�, ½W�j comes
from f½V1�j; . . . ; ½Vn�f �jg.
According to the definition of Byzantine adversaries’ vec-

tors (Definition 1), we concern that the adversaries replace
b 2 ½1; d� elements of their vectors with random values,
which may be significantly different from the correct ones.
The abnormal values will be definitely selected by SEAR
sampling. As a result, the vectors provided by the adversar-
ies are discarded according to Algorithm 2 since the vectors
are far from others in the euclidean space. Following this
thought, now we provide rigorous analysis about the cor-
rectness of SEAR.

SEAR randomly selects m elements from the d-dimen-
sional vector, and the probability of k abnormal elements
being selected in the m-dimensional sampled vectors is rep-
resented as

PrðX ¼ kÞ ¼
b
k

� �
d�b
m�k

� �
d
m

� � ; (4)

where the random variable X denotes the number of chosen
abnormal elements. The random variableX follows the hyper-
geometric distributionwritten asX � Hypergeometricðd; b;mÞ.
Hence, the expectation of the random variable X can be
obtained as follows:

E½X� ¼
Xb

k¼0

k � PrðX ¼ kÞ ¼ m

d
b: (5)

It means that there are m
d b abnormal elements in the sam-

pled vector on average. Since the abnormal elements are
distinctly different from the correct ones, we assume once
an abnormal value is selected, the corresponding vector will
be discarded. This assumption is used for simplifying the
analysis. Now we show it is not necessary for SEAR.

The probability that the sampled vectors from adversar-
ies don’t contain any abnormal elements follows Eq. (6)
when d�m � b holds, otherwise � ¼ 0

� ¼ PrðX ¼ 0Þ ¼
d�b
m

� �
d
m

� �

¼ ðd�mÞðd�m� 1Þ . . . ðd�m� bþ 1Þ
ðd� bþ 1Þðd� bþ 2Þ . . . d : (6)

Eq. (6) provides the error probability for a single adversary.
As mentioned in Section 2.3, SEAR should be robust regard-
less of the adversaries collude or not. We define g as the
probability of removing the adversary’s vector (i.e., there is
at least one abnormal value in the adversary’s vector be
selected by the random sampling)

g ¼ 1� �; d�m � b;
1; d�m < b:

�
(7)

In the following discussions, we assume that d�m � b
holds. Otherwise, the adversary’s vector will always be
removed.

5.1.1 Byzantine Adversaries Without Collusion

In this situation, the adversaries do not know any infor-
mation about others, and they replace random dimen-
sions of the vectors with abnormal values as shown in
Fig. 6. The event that every adversary’s vector is
removed is independent. Let the random variable Y be
the number of removed vectors, and the probability of
removing k adversaries’ vectors in f independent Ber-
noulli trials is given by:

PrðY ¼ kÞ ¼ f

k

� �
gkð1� gÞf�k; (8)

for k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; f . Y is a binomially distributed random
variable, and the expected value of Y is

EðY Þ ¼
Xf
k¼0

k � f

k

� �
gkð1� gÞf�k ¼ gf: (9)

5.1.2 Byzantine Adversaries With Collusion

As shown in Fig. 7, rational adversaries would collude to
replace the same dimensions in their vectors to increase the
effect to the aggregation result. For example, if there are
enough abnormal elements in one dimension of the vectors,
the adversaries would introduce bias into the median-based
aggregation result. In this case, the probability g of remov-
ing one of the adversarys’ vectors is the same as removing a
single adversary’s vector.

Let the random variable Y be the number of the
adversaries’ vectors removed by SEAR, and Y is a discrete
random variable taking two possible values: Y ¼ f with a
probability of P ðY ¼ fÞ ¼ g and Y ¼ 0 with a probability of
P ðY ¼ 0Þ ¼ 1� g. The expectation of Y can be calculated as
follows:

EðY Þ ¼ 0 � P ðY ¼ 0Þ þ f � P ðY ¼ fÞ ¼ gf: (10)

In both cases, there are gf abnormal vectors being
removed by SEAR on average. Then, SEAR aggregates the
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k ¼ n� gf vectors with the smallest scores through
the coordinate-wise median. As shown in Fig. 6, when
the abnormal elements are randomly distributed, the
adversaries have little influence on the median of each
dimension. Therefore, we are going to prove that SEAR
satisfies the Definition 2 when the adversaries collude.

Proposition 1. Under the condition of d�m � b, i) if f <
n=3, any sampling rate m can make the result of aggregating
k ¼ n� f vectors correct; ii) if n=3 � f < n=2� 1 holds, and
the sampling rate m satisfies m < ðn� 2fÞd=f , the result of
aggregating k ¼ n� gf vectors is correct.

Proof. If d�m � b holds, the abnormal elements in
adversaries’ vector have the chance to evade being sam-
pled by SEAR. As a result, the adversaries would set as
few abnormal elements (b ¼ 1) as possible in their vectors
so that their vectors might not be removed in median
aggregation. The prior works have confirmed that only
one abnormal element in the vectors is enough to compro-
mise the global model aggregated by the standard feder-
ated learning algorithm FedAvg [1]. Besides, as the
aggregation server does not know the number of abnor-
mal elements in the vectors, SEAR should guarantee the
correctness of the aggregation result when b ¼ 1 holds. In
this situation, the error probability can be written as � ¼
d�m
d depending on the sampling rate m. To analyze

SEAR’s correctness in the worst case, we assume that the
adversaries’ vectors appear in the subset S, but the abnor-
mal elements are not sampled. Note that the real number
of adversaries’ vectors in S is mostly fewer than that we
assumed.

To guarantee the correctness of the median’s result,
the size of the subset S defined in Algorithm 1 should
satisfy jSj > 2f . When 3f � n < 0 holds, SEAR com-
putes the median of n� f models so that n� f > 2f can
be guaranteed even if the worst case happens, f abnor-
mal elements appearing in S. It meets the condition ðiÞ in
Proposition 1.

If n=3 � f < n=2� 1 holds, SEAR aggregates n� gf
models, and we have

n� gf > 2f ) n� 1� d�m

d

� �
f > 2f

) d�m

d

� �
f > 3f � n

) m <
n� 2f

f
d ð3f � nÞ:

(11)

It means that if the sampling rate m satisfies Inequal-
ity (11), SEAR is correct because the number of abnormal
elements is fewer than half of jSj. It proves the condition
ðiiÞ in Proposition 1. Therefore, Proposition 1 demon-
strates that SEAR can ensure the correctness of the aggre-
gation result through adjusting m even if the proportion
of malicious clients is high (i.e., the number of malicious
clients is close to n=2� 1). This conclusion guides us to
choose an appropriate sampling rate m for achieving
aggregation. Specifically, the more elements SEAR sam-
ples, the higher probability of removing abnormal vectors
SEAR has. Hence, aggregating a small amount of vectors
is enough to guarantee the correctness of the result.

However, in the extreme case (i.e., b ¼ 1), though a
large sampling rate is used in SEAR, it is still possible for
the adversaries’ vectors to escape from being removed. If
the proportion of adversaries is high and all their vectors
escape the detection, aggregating a small number of vec-
tors may get an incorrect result. Inequality (11) gives the
upper bound of the sampling rate, which can remove the
only abnormal vector. Choosing a lower sampling rate
and aggregating more vectors through the median can
help to guarantee the correctness of the result. It also
explains why the assumption that a vector with selected
abnormal values is removed is not necessary for SEAR.
Even if the adversaries’ vectors appear in S, Proposition 1
ensures that the number of adversaries’ vectors is always
smaller than half of the jSj. tu
In the real world, the server should predefine a threat

model about the number of adversaries. If the condition ðiÞ
in Proposition 1 holds, the server can choose a sampling
rate m ¼ 0:1d for maintaining the high computation effi-
ciency. In the other case, the sampling rate should follow
Inequality (11).

Besides, we prove that SEAR satisfies (a; f)-Byzantine
Resilience which was proposed in [7].

Proposition 2. Let fV1; . . . ;Vn�fg be any independent and
identically distributed d-dimensional vectors s.t. Vi � G, with
E½G� ¼ g and E½kG� gk2� ¼ ds2. Let fVn�fþ1; . . . ;Vng be
the vectors from the Byzantine participants following Defini-
tion 1. When SEAR selects m elements from each vector, if
2f þ 2 < n and hðn; fÞ ffiffiffi

d
p � s < kgk, where hðn; fÞ ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

n� m
d f

p
, then SEAR is ða; fÞ-Byzantine resilient where 0 �

a < p=2 is defined by sina ¼ hðn;fÞ ffiffi
d

p
s

kgk .

Proof. l We need to prove that SEAR satisfies the two condi-
tions of ða; fÞ-Byzantine resilience following Definition 1
in [7].

Condition (i):

Fig. 7. The Byzantine adversaries’s vectors when they collude.

Fig. 6. The Byzantine adversaries’s vectors when they do not collude.
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Without loss of generality, we assume that for any
dimension j 2 ½1; d�, E½ð½G�j � ½g�jÞ2� ¼ s2

j , E½kG� gk2� ¼
E½Pd

j¼1 ð½G�j � ½g�jÞ2� ¼
Pd

j¼1 s
2
j ¼ ds2.

Let IðP Þ ¼ 1 if the predicate P is true, and 0 otherwise.
We analyze the worst case that the Byzantine adversaries
collude to replace the same elements of their vectors. For
the jth dimension of Vi 2 S, P0 denotes that f½Vi�jg are all
correct values, and P1 denotes that f½Vi�jg contain f
abnormal elements. jSj ¼ n� gf is the size of the subset
S. According to Proposition 1, when m satisfies Inequal-
ity (11), SEAR can ensure that every dimension of the
result is chosen from the correct vectors. For the jth

dimension of W,
P

means summing up the correct ele-
ments in f½Vi�jg, then we have

E½ð½W�j � ½g�jÞ2� ¼ E½ CMðf½Vi�j;Vi 2 SgÞ � ½g�j
� 	2

�

� E IðP0Þ
X

ð½Vi�j�½g�jÞ2 þ IðP1Þ
X

½Vi�j�½g�j
� 	2


 �

¼IðP0Þ
X

E½ð½Vi�j�½g�jÞ2�þIðP1Þ
X

E½ð½Vi�j�½g�jÞ2�
¼ IðP0Þðn� gfÞs2

j þ IðP1Þðn� gf � fÞs2
j :

(12)

The last equation in Eq. (12) holds because ½Vi�j � ½G�j
for correct Vi. Then, we can bound kE½W� � gk2 as fol-
lows:

kE½W� � gk2 � E½kW� gk2� (Jensen inequality)

¼ E
�Xd

j¼1
ð½W�j � ½g�jÞ2

 ¼ Xd

j¼1
E½ð½W�j � ½g�jÞ2�

�
Xd

j¼1
IðP0Þðn� gfÞs2

j þ IðP1Þðn� gf � fÞs2
j

¼ ðn� gfÞ
X

j2½dnb� s
2
j þ ðn� gf � fÞ

X
j2½b� s

2
j

¼ ðn� gfÞ�X
j2½dnb� s

2
j þ

X
j2½b� s

2
j

�� f
X

j2½b� s
2
j

¼ ðn� gfÞds2 � fbs2 ¼ ððn� gfÞd� fbÞs2;

(13)

where j2½d n b� means that the jth dimension of the vec-
tors makes P0 true, and j 2 ½b� means that the jth dimen-
sion of the vectors makes P1 true. Eq. (13) is a decreasing
function of b 2 ½1; d�. Thus, we have

kE½W� � gk2 � n�m

d
f

� 	
ds2 � fs2 < n�m

d
f

� 	
ds2;

(14)

compared to d and fs2, f is very small and can be
ignored. According to the prior assumption, hðn; fÞ ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

n� m
d f

p
and hðn; fÞ ffiffiffi

d
p

s < kgk, i.e., E½W� belongs to a
ball centered at gwith radius

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðn� m
d fÞd

p
s. It implies

hE½W�; gi � ð1� sin 2aÞkgk2 � ð1� sinaÞkgk2; (15)

where sina ¼ hðn; fÞ ffiffiffi
d

p
s=kgk. Thus, condition ðiÞ of the

Byzantine resilience definition holds. The angle between
the result and the right model will be smaller when
SEAR samples more element. The value ofm is a tradeoff
between the model performance and detection efficiency.

Condition (ii):
Utilizing the equivalence of norms in finite dimension,

c1 is a constant value, and we have

kWk ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXd

j¼1
½W�2j

r
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXd

j¼1

X
correct i

½Vi�2j
r

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

correct i
kVik2

q
� c1 �

X
correct i

kVik: (16)

Let fV1; . . . ;Vn�fg be correct and independent vectors.
There exists a constant c2 such that

kWkr � c2 �
X

r1þ���þrn�f¼r

kV1kr1 � � � kVn�fkn�f : (17)

We finally obtain that E½kWkr� is bounded above by a lin-
ear combination of terms of the form E½kV1kr1 � � � �E
½kVn�fkn�f � ¼ E½kGkr1 � � � �E½kGkrn�f � with r1 þ � � � þ
rn�f ¼ r. It satisfies the condition (ii) of the Byzantine
resilience definition. Then, the proof of Proposition 2
completes. tu

5.2 Convergence Analysis

In this section, we analyze the convergence rate of SEAR.
We use Median to denote the directly coordinate-wise
median aggregation proposed in [9].

Normally, there are some key parameters in federated
learning, i.e., C, the proportion of clients selected to perform
the local training in each round; E, every client’s local
epoch; and B, the local batch size used in local training.
Under the condition of C ¼ 1, E ¼ 1 and B ¼ jDij, federated
learning can be regarded as a classical distributed machine
learning algorithm. In this case, Median has been proved to
converge with an error rate ~Oð bffiffiffi

B
p þ 1ffiffiffiffiffi

Bn
p þ 1

BÞ in [9], where b

is the fraction of Byzantine adversaries, and n is the total
number of clients. According to Proposition 1, the correct-
ness of SEAR is ensured by setting the size of the subset jSj
larger than 2f . As the convergence proof of SEAR is similar
toMedian’s, we only analyze the convergence rate.

Proposition 3. On average, SEAR has a lower error rate than
Median.

Proof. As shown in Algorithm 1, SEAR will return the coor-
dinate-wise median of the subset S (jSj ¼ n� gf).
Eq. (10) gives the expectation of the number of detected
abnormal vectors. The average number of abnormal vec-
tors in S can be denoted as f � gf . Then, we obtain an
~Oð f�gf

n�gf
ffiffiffi
B

p þ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Bðn�gfÞ

p þ 1
BÞ error rate for SEAR. Since B is a

constant value in both methods, we analyze the relation

between f�gf
n�gf þ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

n�gf
p and f

n þ 1ffiffi
n

p . Let GðgÞ ¼ f�gf
n�gf þ

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n�gf

p � f
n � 1ffiffi

n
p . When n and f are fixed, for g 2 ½0; 1�,

GðgÞ is a decreasing function of g. Therefore, GðgÞ �
Gð0Þ ¼ 0 holds for any g 2 ½0; 1�. It means that SEAR has a

lower convergence error rate than Median so that the
global model aggregated by SEAR converges faster. This

conclusion will be proved by our experimental results.

Moreover, we note that sampling more elements leads to

a lower error rate compared toMedian. tu

6 EXPERIMENTS

Implementation. In our experiments, the aggregation server is
instantiated by a machine with a 2.80GHz Intel i5-8400 CPU,
which supports Intel SGX. The clients are simulated
through multi-thread programming on a workstation with
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a 3.60GHz Intel Xeon CPU. The model training is carried
out on the workstation. We host the two machines on a
LAN environment with a 0.0235ms average network delay.
The remote attestation involves interactions with the Intel
Attestation Service on the client-side, and the average net-
work delay to IAS is about 19.3ms. The model training part
is implemented through Python, and the others are imple-
mented in C++. We utilize incubator-brpc [26] as the net-
work library in SEAR. Intel SGX Software Development Kit
(SDK) [27] helps us construct the trusted application inside
the enclave that aggregates clients’ models. The key length
is 128 bits for AES-GCM, and the NIST p-256 curve is used
in our implementation.

Evaluation. We perform our experimental evaluations on
two image classification tasks: 1) the handwritten digits clas-
sification task on the MNIST dataset using a CNN model,
which contains two 5	 5 convolution layers, one fully con-
nected layer with 512 units and ReLu activation, and a final
softmax output layer; 2) the color images classification task
on the CIFAR-10 dataset using ResNet56 [28]. Both models
contain 1.6 million parameters (about 6MB). The detailed
comparison of the two models is summarized in Table 2.
Keras APIs [29] achievemodel layers partitioning.

6.1 Efficiency Evaluation

We first evaluate the time cost of different stages in SEAR
with the different number of clients shown in Fig. 8a. The
maximum amount of clients in our experiments is 1000,
which is the same as the setting in [4]. We believe the set-
ting that selecting thousands of clients in one round meets
the requirements of the real-world federated learning sce-
narios. Remote attestation, model transmission, and aggre-
gation are three main stages on the server-side. In our
implementation, the server can serve multiple clients to exe-
cute remote attestation and transmit models simulta-
neously. During the remote attestation, the client interacts
with IAS twice, so the time cost mainly depends on the net-
work environment. The aggregation involves reading the
encrypted models from the files, loading them into the

enclave, decrypting and aggregating them. It is evaluated
under the condition of row-major storage mode and average
aggregation algorithm.

As shown in Fig. 8b, the spent time of the server is much
more than the theoretical value when the number of clients
increases. It is caused by the frequent EPC paging when the
memory usage exceeds 128MB. It also explains why aggre-
gating 100 CNN models take about 15 times longer than
that for ResNet models. Though the two models contain
almost the same number of parameters, aggregating the
largest layers in the CNN models takes about 620MB mem-
ory with 100 clients, while only 56MB is used for ResNet
models. Moreover, a client takes about 3.7s to do remote
attestation and 0.6s to upload a 6MB model.

[4] is a practical secure aggregation framework proposed
by Google, and it has been applied in real-world applica-
tions. To make a fair comparison with this work, we evalu-
ate SEAR under the same condition, i.e., aggregating a
756KB model without dropout. The results are shown in
Table 3. We can see that the runtime per client (involving
remote attestation and model transmission) is unrelated to
the number of clients. The time cost of SEAR on the server-
side is 4-6 times less than [4]. Besides, SEAR supports imple-
menting robust aggregation algorithms, which is hard
for [4] to extend to them.

Then, we show the performance of the two data storage
modes. We implement several Byzantine robust aggregation
algorithms such as coordinate-wise median, trimmed
mean [9], Krum [7] and the sampling-based algorithm. As
we mentioned in Section 4, the two storage modes are suit-
able for different algorithms. The experiment results (i.e.,
Fig. 9) show that the row-major storage mode is efficient for
average, median, and trimmed median because the model
parameters are much more than the number of clients. By
contrast, adopting the column-major storage modes can
save much time for Krum and SEAR due to the frequent
access of the same dimension of the data. Besides, SEAR is
also more efficient than Krum due to the sampling-based
method. It makes SEAR more practical in real-world feder-
ated learning scenarios.

6.2 Convergence Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate different aggregation methods
with Byzantine adversaries on the two tasks. We set the
batch size B ¼ 32, the learning rate h ¼ 0:01 for MNIST and
B ¼ 128, h ¼ 0:001 for CIFAR-10 and the local epoch E ¼ 1
for both datasets. We shuffle the training sets and divide
them into multiple sub-datasets to assign to the clients. We
set the number of clients n ¼ 100 in total and the number of
adversaries f ¼ 20.

TABLE 2
Statistics for the Two Models

Model Parameters Size Layers Maximum Minimum

layer size layer size

CNN 1,663,370 6.34MB 8 6.2MB 40B
ResNet-56 1,673,738 6.38MB 338 576KB 40B

Fig. 8. (a) Server’s time cost for each stage. (b) Aggregation time cost
compared to that with 5 clients.

TABLE 3
Time Cost Comparison With the Previous Work

Num. Clients Per client runtime
(ms)

Server runtime
(ms)

[4] SEAR [4] SEAR

500 13159 4312 14670 2325
1000 23497 4324 27855 6868
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6.2.1 Performance Without Byzantine Adversaries

We first evaluate SEAR without involving Byzantine adver-
saries. As the server does not know the number of adversar-
ies in advance, it assumes that there exist 20 Byzantine
adversaries while aggregating the models. In these experi-
ments, we set m ¼ 0:1d and k ¼ n� f ¼ 80. As shown in
Fig. 10, for both tasks, the algorithms except Krum have
similar convergence performance. The convergence of
Krum is unstable because it selects only one model with the
smallest distance. Its variance called Multi-Krum [7] that
computes the mean of several models has more stable
performance.

6.2.2 Performance With Byzantine Adversaries

We first concern the simple case that the Byzantine adver-
saries do not collude. We assume that they upload vectors
drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and
isotropic covariance matrix with standard deviation 200 [7].
We can see from Fig. 11 that coordinate-wise median,
trimmed-mean, Krum, and SEAR are all robust when facing
the adversaries, and the global model aggregated by Krum
converges slower than the other three algorithms.

In the more complex case where the Byzantine adversar-
ies collude to go against the robust aggregation algorithms,
we simulate the adversaries by setting all their elements to

10000. Hence, they are significantly larger than the normal
parameters. Fig. 12 shows that median and trimmed mean
are influenced by the adversaries while SEAR still performs
well.

Then, we conduct the experiments under different condi-
tions to evaluate SEAR’s performance thoroughly. As we
discussed in Section 5.1, the Byzantine adversaries may use
less abnormal elements in their vectors to escape from
SEAR’s sampling scheme. Fig. 13 shows that the number of
abnormal elements b has little influence to SEAR as long as
the sampling rate satisfies the condition in Proposition 1.
Moreover, the results show that SEAR is still robust in the
worst case (b ¼ 1). As a result, the Byzantine adversaries
have no way to compromise the global model when SEAR
is used for aggregation.

We use an example to explain the difference among the
algorithms in Fig. 15. The result of median and trimmed
mean deviates from the optimal model due to the attack.
For example, if a sorted vector includes 10 parameters, and
the last three are extremely large values. The optimal result
should be the center of the first 7 normal values (i.e., the 4th
element in the vector). However, the median aggregation
returns the average of the 5th element and the 6th element.
The trimmed mean aggregation removes the first three ele-
ments and the last three elements and returns the mean of
the rest elements. By contrast, both Krum and SEAR can
exclude the last three abnormal elements basing on the dis-
tances. Specifically, Krum selects a model in the rest part
according to the calculated distance while SEAR returns the
median. Both of the results are closer to the theoretical
optimum.

6.2.3 Non-iid Data Distribution

We also evaluate the aggregation algorithms when the train-
ing data is non-iid distributed. According to [30], we divide
the data into 200 shards according to their labels, and each
client is assigned 2 shards. The results are shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 9. Time cost of the two data storage modes with different aggrega-
tion algorithms.

Fig. 10. Performance of aggregation algorithms without Byzantine
adversaries.

Fig. 11. Performance of aggregation algorithms when Byzantine adver-
saries don’t collude.

Fig. 12. Performance of aggregation algorithms when Byzantine adver-
saries collude.

Fig. 13. Performance of SEAR with different number of abnormal ele-
ments in adversaries’ vector.
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All the aggregation algorithms have a much slower conver-
gence rate compared to the iid setting. As a result, extra
strategies should be adopted to accelerate convergence.
Recently, lots of works [31], [32], [33] are studying federated
learning with non-iid data, and we are going to integrate
appropriate strategies into SEAR in future work.

7 RELATED WORK

Backdoor Attack. Backdoor attack is proposed in recent
works [34], [35], [36]. The adversaries have different goals
from the Byzantine adversaries we discussed in this work.
The backdoor attack is a type of data poisoning attack aiming
to inject backdoors into the global model through manipulat-
ing a subset of training data [37]. The global model is vulnera-
ble to the dataset with trigger while performswell in themain
tasks. The previous works [34], [35] have shown that there are
two kinds of backdoor attacks: multi-shot attack and single-
shot attack. About the former, the models uploaded by the
adversaries are similar to other normal models, but the back-
door would be aggregated into the global model after many
rounds. This attack is not practical because it is hard to select
adversaries’ models in every round among thousands of cli-
ents. The latter can achieve a successful attack in only one
round throughmodel replacement [34]. However, the param-
eters are scaled many times, which causes them to be signifi-
cantly different from the normal ones. SEAR is robust to the
single-shot backdoor attack but has only a little mitigating
effect on the multi-shot backdoor attack. Some existing
works [38], [39] propose the method to prune the “backdoor
neurons”, which can mitigate this attack. Nevertheless, these
methods cannot be applied to federated learning scenarios
because they need access to the training data. Recently, [40]
propose a novel way tomitigate the backdoor attacks through
client-side detection and uses differential privacy to protect
the privacy of clients’ models. There is another efficient back-
door attack that inserts a backdoor component directly into a
stationary model [41]. However, it may not work in federated
learning because the adversary cannot manipulate the aggre-
gated result directly. A novel attack model that jointly opti-
mizes adversarial inputs and poisoned models [42] has been
proposed recently. It takes a solid step towards achieving the
two attacks within a unified framework. Even though it may
also not work under the federated learning scenario as the
adversary’s model cannot be selected in every aggregation
round. Besides, it is hard for the adversary to affect the clients’
local inference process.

Secure Aggregation. Secure aggregation is the functionality
for many clients and a server that enables every client to

submit a private value (trained models in federated learning),
such that the server only learns the aggregated results of the
clients’ values, typically the sum [30]. Secure aggregation can
be achieved through different primitives, such as pairwise
additivemasking [4], threshold homomorphic encryption [43],
[44], and generic secure multi-party computation [45]. How-
ever, it is hard to extend these methods to existing Byzantine-
Robust aggregation algorithms. In order to prevent any client
from reconstructing other clients’ private data from the global
model, some works proposed to utilize differential privacy to
protect the aggregated result [46], [47], [48]. Themain idea is to
add random noise to the aggregated global model to hide any
single client’s model. It can be integrated into SEAR: each cli-
ent locally adds a certain amount of differentially private noise
after local gradient descent steps and submits the model to the
SGX enclave.

Applying the trusted execution environment to machine
learning for privacy and integrity protection has been pro-
posed in recent works [48], [49], [50]. Nevertheless, the effi-
ciency gap still exists due to the current hardware
architecture. Intel SGX2 supporting dynamic memory allo-
cation inside an enclave and larger physical protected mem-
ory [51] will improve the efficiency of SGX applications
when faced with large-scale data.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed SEAR, a novel secure aggrega-
tion framework for federated learning based on the trust
execution environment (i.e., Intel SGX) to protect models’
privacy and maintain Byzantine resilience simultaneously.
We presented two data storage modes inside the enclave
which are suitable for different kinds of computations. To
improve the efficiency, we designed a sampling-based
detection algorithm that applies to secure aggregation. The
effectiveness of our method was demonstrated through
both theoretical analysis and experimental results.
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